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Marta ABRAM ZVER (SI); Maja ANDRASSY (HR); Sandra BISCHOF (HR); Antonela CURTEZA (RO); Tihana DEKANIĆ (HR); Andrej DEMŠAR (SI); Krste DIMITROVSKI (SI); Zvonko DRAGČEVIĆ (HR); Sanja ERCEGOVIĆ RAŽIĆ (HR); Snježana FIRŠT ROGALE (HR); Sandra FLINČEC GRGAC (HR); Petra FORTE TAVČER (SI); Jelka GERŠAK (SI); Ana Marija GRANCARIĆ (HR); Diana GREGOR SVETEC (SI); John W. Of the papers received this year, the members of the International Reviewer Committee have accepted 116 papers for the 7 th ITC&DC and all of them are published in this Book of Proceedings. It witnesses to the fact we are all sure of -that the scientific research in the field of textiles is attractive, interesting, and a "cool" field.
Our big ITC&DC family has grown out of the seven ITC&DC conferences organised up to now, and it includes more than 2150 authors from 36 countries of Europe and all over the world. As every decent family, we have found, thanks to the hospitality of the Centre for Advanced Academic Studies (CAAS), our home here in Dubrovnik.
I am sure everybody is eagerly looking forwards to meeting the old friends here in Dubrovnik, or just to see who would come and get some new acquaintances. I am personally grateful to all the colleagues who attended previous ITC&DC for coming again to the beautiful town of Dubrovnik. However, I am sincerely happy for those who are here in Dubrovnik and Croatia for the first time. Welcome home, all of you! Dubrovnik is the city everybody falls in love with. Once you have seen it, you return.
For a number of important reasons, the ITC&DC is organised in Dubrovnik. Historically speaking, at the time of the Dubrovnik Republic (from the early Middle Ages to the time of the Napoleonic Wars) the ships of the Republic sailed world-wide, and Dubrovnik even had its colonies (not many people know that Goya in India used to be a Dubrovnik colony). The part of the town called Pile, where our Conference is held, used to be the centre of textiles in the Dubrovnik Republic, and the peasants in the nearby Konavosko polje reared silkworms and produced silk until the mid-nineteenth century. Dubrovnik is also a city of exceptional cultural and historical monuments and is included in the UNESCO World Heritage List. It is also a city with a millennium (or almost two millennia) history, where everybody can find his/her true self. Those who seek paradise on Earth should come to Dubrovnik and see Dubrovnik, as Bernard Shaw once said. This is why we are in Dubrovnik.
I would like to express my sincerest thanks to all the participants for their valuable contribution and readiness to spend a part of their time in Dubrovnik, making the picture of the Magic World of Textiles more valuable and more real.
My special thanks go to the Government of the Republic of Croatia, as well as to the international scientific associations that have accepted to be the patrons of the conference, proving it to be necessary, justified and useful.
My gratitude also goes to all the individuals and institutions that have helped organising the 7 th ITC&DC. 
